Many scarab beetles produce rigid projections from the body called horns. The exaggerated sizes of these structures and the staggering diversity of their forms have impressed biologists for centuries. Recent comparative studies using DNA sequence-based phylogenies have begun to reconstruct the historical patterns of beetle horn evolution. At the same time, developmental genetic experiments have begun to elucidate how beetle horns grow and how horn growth is modulated in response to environmental variables, such as nutrition. We bring together these two perspectives to show that they converge on very similar conclusions regarding beetle evolution. Horns do not appear to be difficult structures to gain or lose, and they can diverge both dramatically and rapidly in form. Although much of this work is still preliminary, we use available information to propose a conceptual developmental model for the major trajectories of beetle horn evolution. We illustrate putative mechanisms underlying the evolutionary origin of horns and the evolution of horn location, shape, allometry, and dimorphism.
T he origin and subsequent evolutionary diversification of complex morphological structures have long puzzled biologists (1) (2) (3) . These traits may arise suddenly, and their size and complexity, as well as their lack of visible homology with existing structures (novelty), were thought for many years to be incompatible with traditional gradualistic views of genetic variation, selection, and evolution (4) . Modern analytical techniques, including phylogenetic analyses and molecular genetics, have greatly improved our understanding of how complex structures arise, revealing in several instances how subtle perturbations to existing developmental mechanisms can generate substantial and unprecedented changes in animal form (4, 5) . These studies demonstrate unequivocally that both novelty and complexity can arise from simple changes to development, and they illuminate how an understanding of development can inform studies of character evolution. We illustrate this approach using the example of beetle horns, skeletal outgrowths that function as weapons in intraspecific combat.
Beetles with horns include some of the most magnificent and bizarre organisms alive today. The sizes of these horns relative to the sizes of the beetles that bear them can dwarf even the most extreme antlers of ungulates, and the diversity of horn forms is breathtaking. Darwin used beetle horns when he first described sexual selection (6) and Teissier and Huxley used beetle horns when they first described the concept of relative growth and allometry (7, 8) .
How did the first beetle horns arise? And once present, how were these structures modified so dramatically in form? In this article, we approach these questions from two vantages, comparative phylogenetic studies of horn evolution and developmental studies of the regulation of horn growth, and show that these disparate biological perspectives converge on the same basic conclusions regarding horn evolution: beetle horns do not appear to be difficult structures to gain or lose, and they appear capable of rapid and radical changes in form. We end this paper with a conceptual model for how beetle horns evolve. Specifically, we identify three developmental mechanisms that are now thought to underlie the principle trajectories of beetle horn evolution. This integration of perspectives comprises an important step in our attempts to elucidate the myriad ways in which these exaggerated structures have radiated in form. It also illustrates the more general theme of this colloquium: that ''Darwinian'' processes of selection, combined with subtle genetic variations in basic developmental processes, can account for the origin, and the subsequent diversification of even the most extreme animal structures.
A Natural History of Beetles with Horns
Beetle horns are weapons: they are used in combat between rival males over access to females (9) (10) (11) . These contests tend to occur in physically restricted substrates, such as on branches or bamboo shoots or more commonly, inside the confines of tunnels. Tunnels can be the hollowed-out stems of plants, such as sugar cane, or burrows excavated into the soil. Regardless, long horns aid males in these battles over reproductive access to females [males with the longest horns win (12, 13) ], and this can translate into higher fertilization success for these long-horned individuals (14) . Thus, beetle horns are conspicuous morphological structures of known functional significance, and the more than a century of interest and observation of these animals, combined with the recent behavioral studies listed above, provide a rich ecological context for the historical and developmental studies we are about to describe.
Beetles with horns are primarily confined to the scarab superfamily (Coleoptera: Scarabaeoidea). Extant scarabs are diverse and successful, and include the bess beetles (Passalidae), stag beetles (Lucanidae), dung beetles (Scarabaeinae), flower beetles (Cetoniinae), May and June beetles (Melolonthinae), the chafers (Rutelinae), and the rhinoceros beetles (Dynastinae) (15) . The earliest scarabs are thought to have been robust animals with bodies adapted to a lifestyle of burrowing (16) (17) (18) (19) , and they may have excavated tunnels into the soil beneath dinosaurs (17) or the stems of plants (20) .
It is currently not known whether these ancestral scarabs had horns. Despite considerable effort in reconstructing the early history of the scarabs (18, (21) (22) (23) (24) , little attention has been given to the question of whether or not these animals had horns. The long-standing view has been that these ancestors probably did not have horns. Despite the literally thousands of scarab species with exaggerated horn morphologies, the majority of extant scarabs are hornless. In addition, the family and subfamilies most predominated by species with large horns (Geotrupidae, Scarabaeinae, Dynastinae) are widely separated within the scarabs as a whole [supporting information (SI) Fig. 5 ], leading to the view that scarab horns must have evolved independently many different times (25) .
However, almost all of the extant subfamilies of scarabs possess rudimentary horns, and many of the predominantly ''hornless'' groups (e.g., Cetoniinae, Rutelinae) contain at least a few species with dramatic horns [e.g., Theodosia viridaurata (Cetoniinae), Ceroplophana modiglianii (Rutelinae)]. Where present, these horns generally occur in the same basic body regions as the horns of more ''typical'' horned scarabs (the anterior surface of the thoracic pronotum, which is a body region that was already universally enlarged in scarabs and thought to be an adaptation to a burrowing lifestyle, and the dorsal surface of the head). They also tend to have the same basic forms, and they nearly always exhibit the same patterns of horn ''dimorphism'' (females, small males lack the horns) characteristic of more typical horned scarabs. These observations led us recently to propose that the earliest scarabs may have had horns, as well as the developmental capacity to suppress horn growth facultatively (i.e., horn dimorphism; SI Fig. 5b ) (26) .
This alternative view of early horn evolution raises the exciting possibility that all descendant scarabs inherited the developmental capacity both to produce and to suppress horns. Extant species lacking horns, in this case, would be secondarily hornless. If true, it might take only relatively subtle genetic modifications to their development to reverse the suppression of horn growth, perhaps accounting for the ''irregular'' appearances of horned taxa nested within clades of otherwise hornless scarabs. It also could account for the surprising occurrence of mutant horned individuals, which sporadically appear within hornless taxa (27, 28) .
Resolving the horn morphologies of the earliest scarabs may take some time. New scarab fossils are discovered each year (19) , and these may reveal the shapes of these Jurassic beetles. Certainly, a great deal of information will come from the ongoing studies of horn development (described below). Comparing these mechanisms in different scarab subfamilies will provide important clues as to whether these weapons shared a common origin in their distant past. However, rooting the scarab tree is not necessary for drawing important conclusions about historical patterns of horn evolution. All phylogenies for the scarabs agree that their history was replete with a multitude of gains of horns. Regardless of whether these events represent a series of independent gains of new horns, or recurrent re-gains of ancestral horns, or both, the patterns of horn evolution that emerge from comparative studies of scarab morphology are indisputable. Two conclusions are especially clear.
Conclusion 1:
Horns Are Easy to Gain and Lose. Modern phylogenetic reconstructions of horn evolution reveal a history rich with gains and losses of these structures. One study of 48 species from the dung beetle genus Onthophagus (a mere 2% of this genus and Ͻ0.1% of the scarabs) concluded that there had been nine losses of one horn type and at least 15 gains of additional horn types, together contributing to over 25 changes in the physical location of horns (e.g., head versus thorax; see ref. 29) . Another study of 45 genera sampled across the subfamily Scarabaeinae suggested that there had been at least three losses and eight gains of horns (30) . Inferring ancestor states becomes problematic in these cases (31, 32) , but all studies agree that beetle horns have arisen and been lost many, many times. One recent attempt to characterize the vast diversity of scarab horn morphologies revealed the following four principal trajectories of horn evolution (26) . Horns vary in their physical location (SI Fig. 6 ). There are five major regions of the body from which the horns can extend: three dorsal segments of the head (vertex, frons, clypeus) and the center or sides of the thoracic pronotum. Horns appear to be gained or lost independently at each of these body regions, and species can have all possible combinations of these horn types (29) . Within any of these regions, horn location also may change; for example, when a single central head horn splits into a lateral pair of horns (SI Fig.  6 Lower). Horns vary in shape (SI Fig. 7) . Even closely related species often differ extensively in horn shape, and phylogenetic studies suggest that there have been multiple and repeated transformations in horn shape (29) . Common changes in shape appear to include the splitting of a single horn into two or even three horns accompanied by changes in horn location (see above), the addition of forks or branches to horns, and the transition from straight to curved horns.
Horns vary in their allometry (the scaling of horn lengths with amongindividual variation in body size). Allometric relationships reflect both the relative size of the horn and the developmental coupling of horn growth with among-individual variation in body size (see below). Horn allometries can diverge rapidly in the wild (33) (34) (35) and under selection in the laboratory (36) , and the slopes, intercepts, and even the shapes of these allometries differ markedly among extant taxa (Fig. 1) . Horns vary in their dimorphism. Scarab species differ in the presence/ absence of horn dimorphism and even in the nature of their dimorphism (31, 37, 38) (SI Fig. 8 ). Two forms of dimorphism are widespread in these beetles, male dimorphism and sexual dimorphism. In most species with male dimorphism, males smaller than a critical, or threshold, body size dispense with horn production, resulting in horn lengths that scale according to a very different relationship than in large males. Females also often dispense with horn production, sometimes entirely, as in species where females never produce horns. In other cases females do produce the horn but the relative sizes of female horns differs from that of the males.
Horn dimorphism also appears to have been gained and lost repeatedly in the history of the scarabs. One study of 31 species of the genus Onthophagus revealed at least 20 reversals in the presence/absence of horn dimorphism (31) .
Combined, these four trajectories account for most of the extant diversity in horn forms. But identifying these trajectories does a great deal more than describe taxonomic patterns; it also provides an essential first step toward elucidating the underlying mechanisms responsible for generating this diversity of animal forms. Only by identifying biologically meaningful trajectories of morphological change is it possible to begin to consider how these changes are generated and which developmental and physiological mechanisms are involved. In the following sections, we briefly describe three mechanisms now thought to be involved in the development of a beetle horn, and we illustrate how each of these mechanisms could contribute to the above trajectories of horn evolution.
Three Steps to Building a Beetle Horn
Step 1: Making an Axis of Outgrowth. Beetle horns form as long tubes, localized regions of epidermal tissue that undergo a burst of proliferation at the end of the larval period, just before pupation ( Fig. 2) (39) . As these horn cells proliferate, they fold in on themselves to produce a compact disc of epidermal tissue that unfurls to its full length during the pupal molt. In these respects, beetle horns develop in a way very similar to the traditional appendages in beetles and other insects (e.g., wings or legs), and it now appears that similar mechanisms may be involved.
The major adult structures in metamorphic insects form from isolated ''pockets'' of cells called imaginal discs, analogous in many ways to the limb buds of vertebrates (40) . In Drosophila, these discs have been especially thoroughly studied (41, 42) , but discs occur in all metamorphic insects, and arguably, disc-like patterns of growth occur in nonmetamorphic insects and other arthropods as well (40) . These clusters of cells behave as remarkably autonomous units, and even when removed (in vitro) or transplanted, these discs are able to complete most of their growth and development, the result of a complex series of molecular and genetic interactions that unfolds within the disc (''patterning''; see refs. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The full process of appendage patterning can be functionally subdivided into at least four hierarchical and relatively dissociable modules, each entailing the deployment of a specific and largely self-contained network of genetic interactions [specification of appendage identity (leg, antenna, wing, etc.), formation of an axis of outgrowth (proximal-distal), subdivision of the appendage into segments, and localization and growth of sensory structures, bristles, and hairs (45, 46) ]. The portion of this patterning process that is most relevant to beetle horn development is the formation of an axis of outgrowth. Beetle horns do not have segments or joints, but they do have an axis of outgrowth. It now appears that horns form by deploying the outgrowth portion of the patterning cascade (26, (47) (48) (49) . We do not describe the details of this pathway here (for reviews, see refs. [41] [42] [43] [44] . Instead, we highlight a few properties of this pathway that are especially relevant for understanding how beetle horns develop.
In an insect appendage, such as a Drosophila leg, the expression of patterning genes is confined to specific domains within the imaginal disc. These expression domains overlap partially, but not completely, with the domains of expression of other genes in the network, and the result is a spatially explicit mosaic of molecular signals defined by the boundaries of expression of the patterning genes. Cells physically located at the intersection of two of these boundaries, because of their position, come into contact with high concentrations of several different signals, including proteins of the patterning genes hedgehog (hh), wingless (wg), and decapentaplegic (dpp), and this critical combination of molecular signals causes these cells to become active organizers of the rest of the disc. These focal cells will give rise to the eventual distal/outermost tip of the new appendage.
Once their fate has been established, these focal cells begin expressing a new suite of patterning genes. The proteins of many of these genes diffuse outwards into the surrounding cells of the disc, activating additional tiers of patterning gene expression. This process both stimulates and coordinates cell proliferation within the disc such that there is a burst of localized growth concentrated around the focal cells. The result is a folded tube of epidermis that will subsequently unfurl to form the appendage.
Localized activation of this portion of the patterning pathway stimulates and coordinates the formation of a new body outgrowth. These molecular interactions define the precise location of a structure (which cells will form the distal tip of the structure) and the signals released from these focal cells direct the subsequent behavior of neighboring cells.
Like the patterning process as a whole, the outgrowth portion of the pathway is a cascade of molecular interactions that once started, unfolds to completion relatively autonomously. This means that exposing cells to the appropriate combination of signals can activate the entire module of the patterning cascade, and result in the formation of a complete (and new) body outgrowth. For example, juxtaposition of wg and dpp signals in an inappropriate region of a developing Drosophila wing disc initiates formation of a second axis of outgrowth: a new distal tip that subsequently generates a new wing (50, 51) . This results in the formation of a bifurcated double wing blade, one wing blade that is the default outgrowth, and a second wing blade that is an aberrant outgrowth generated by activating this pathway in a second region of the disc. Similar juxtaposition of these same two signals in a Drosophila leg disc can Onthophagus taurus. After hatching, beetles pass through three larval instars before molting first into a pupa and then into an adult. Black arrows indicate feeding periods; gray arrows indicate nonfeeding periods. Arrow thickness approximates overall animal body size, and gaps between arrows indicate molting events. The final (third) larval instar can be divided into a feeding period and a nonfeeding prepupal period. Drawings inside the arrows illustrate egg, first through third larval instars, prepupa, pupa, and adult. Horn development can be divided into two stages: a period of horn growth when horn cell proliferation occurs, and a period of horn remodeling. The top box shows horn growth. Front view of thoracic (green) and head (blue) horn discs are shown, along with two profile views of the prepupal head and thorax during this stage. The side box shows horn remodeling. The drawings illustrate the profile of a large male just after pupation and the head and thorax of the same male at two later stages during the pupal period. The head horns are remodeled slightly, to form a pair of curved and slender adult horns. The pupal thoracic horn is removed completely, and is not present in adults. Close-up profiles of prepupa and pupa are adapted from figure 2 of ref. 48. generate a second fully formed leg attached to the original leg, again resulting in a bifurcated final structure (52, 53) . Although these outgrowths are generated artificially in the laboratory, they beautifully illustrate the autonomous property of this pathway, and the potential for this pathway to underlie the evolution of novel morphological structures.
Although the molecular details of this process have been especially well studied in Drosophila leg discs, the basic elements of this outgrowth portion of the patterning pathway appear to be highly conserved across different imaginal discs within a species and across taxa; indeed, all arthropod body outgrowths that have been studied to date appear to use some form of this process in their development (e.g., refs. 54 and 55). Thus, the outgrowth portion of the patterning pathway is an evolutionarily conserved developmental module that leads to the formation of body outgrowths in diverse taxa, including horns in beetles.
All evidence to date suggests that beetle horns form their axis of outgrowth using this same basic patterning pathway. Eight patterning genes are already known to be expressed in horn discs during the period of disc cell proliferation, and most (but interestingly, not all) of these have domains of expression consistent with their putative role in the formation of the axis of outgrowth [dung beetle (Onthophagus) horns: wingless, decapentaplegic, distal-less, daschshund, aristaless, epidermal growth factor receptor, homothorax, extradenticle (refs. 47-49 and L.C.L. and D.J.E., unpublished data); rhinoceros beetle (Dynastinae) horns: wingless, decapentaplegic (L.C.L. and D.J.E. unpublished data)]. Ongoing research involves experiments that test for functional roles for these genes (e.g., by knocking down transcript abundance, using RNA interference methods), and more comprehensive examinations of the patterns of expression of these genes in individuals that differ in horn size and in species that differ in horn form. Future studies are likely to resolve this process in greater detail, but it is probably safe to conclude that the first stage of building a beetle horn involves the deployment of the outgrowth module of the appendage patterning process.
Step 2: Modulation of Horn Growth in Response to Nutrition. The patterning of insect imaginal discs is not the whole story. Anyone who has reared insects in captivity knows that trait sizes are almost always phenotypically plastic. In particular, they are sensitive to nutrition. Somehow, the basic patterning and growth of structures must be modified in response to the conditions animals encounter as they develop, including and especially the larval nutritional environment.
Beetle horn growth depends critically on larval access to nutrition (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) . Both horn size and body size are sensitive to variation in nutrition, with the consequence that there is a coupling of the amount of horn growth with overall body size. Iterated across a number of different individuals developing under a range of nutritive conditions and environments, the result of this phenotypic plasticity is allometry, the scaling of body parts with body size (Fig.  3) . This highlights an important, but slightly counterintuitive point: nutrition-dependent phenotypic plasticity and allometry are related. In insects at least, they both result from physiological mechanisms that modulate the amount of trait growth in response to nutrition (61) (62) (63) .
We illustrate this relationship with data from a diet-manipulation Individuals reared with access to large food amounts (high nutrition) (open symbols) emerged at larger adult body sizes than full-sibling individuals reared with smaller food amounts (low nutrition) (closed symbols). Traits differed in how sensitive (plastic) their growth was to this variation in nutrition. Male horns were the most sensitive, and horn lengths were Ͼ10-fold longer in the largest individuals than they were in the smallest individuals (females of this species do not produce enlarged horns, and the height of the corresponding head region is indicated by the gray squares). Leg and wing development was also sensitive to nutrition, but legs were less plastic than wings or horns. Male genitalia were almost entirely insensitive to nutrition, and the size of the aedeagus was largely body size invariant. Horns, legs, and genitalia are plotted on the same scale to illustrate the relative plasticity (horns, legs) or canalization (male genitalia, female horns) of their development. Wings were much larger and are shown on their own scale. In all cases, the degree of plasticity/canalization (black arrows) is reflected in the steepness of the trait size-body size allometries. (c) Model for one developmental mechanism of allometry in insects. Larval nutritional state is reflected in circulating levels of insulins (and growth factors; data not shown), which modulate the rate of growth of each of the trait imaginal discs. Traits whose disc cells are sensitive to these signals exhibit greater nutrition-dependent phenotypic plasticity and steeper allometry slopes than other traits whose disc cells are less sensitive to these signals.
experiment, in which individuals from a number of different maternal lines were divided among either a high (large food amount) or a low (reduced food amount) nutrition environment. Larvae given poor nutrition emerged into adults with small body sizes that had short horns and legs and tiny wings (Fig. 3, closed  circles) . From the same families, siblings given large food amounts matured into adults with much larger body sizes that had much longer horns, legs, and wings (open circles in Fig. 3) . Each of these traits is phenotypically plastic, because trait size is sensitive to the larval nutritional environment. In all cases, the magnitude of the plastic developmental response is reflected in the resulting population-level trait size versus body size allometries. Traits that are exquisitely sensitive to nutrition, such as horns, have the steepest allometry slopes; traits that are less sensitive to nutrition, such as legs, have shallower allometry slopes. Genitalia in these beetles are essentially not plastic at all (their growth is insensitive to larval nutrition), which is reflected in their respective trait allometry (Fig.  3b) . Thus, traits vary in their sensitivity to the nutrition environment (plasticity), which is manifest across individuals as trait differences in allometry.
Any developmental mechanism of allometry is likely to involve whole-animal circulating signals whose levels (i) are sensitive to larval nutrition and (ii) modulate the growth of the different imaginal discs in accordance with the actual nutritional environment experienced by a larva. Several physiological pathways meet these criteria (reviewed in refs. 62 and 64), and we briefly describe the best studied of these, the insulin receptor (InR) pathway.
Cell proliferation requires high levels of protein synthesis, and in both insects and vertebrates, this process is regulated by the InR pathway (44, 65) . In insects, insulin-like peptides secreted primarily by the brain, and probably in cooperation with growth factors secreted by the fat bodies, act as whole-animal circulating signals. When these signals reach the imaginal discs, they bind to InRs and activate a signal transduction cascade that controls the rate of cell proliferation within that disc (65) (66) (67) . Both insulin and growth factor signal levels are sensitive to larval nutrition, and concentrations of these signals affect the rate of cell proliferation in the imaginal discs (68) (69) (70) . Thus, cell proliferation should occur at a faster rate in large well-fed individuals, increasing the sizes of their traits relative to those of smaller or poorly fed individuals. Recent evidence suggests that insulin and the InR pathway comprise at least one of the developmental mechanisms modulating the amount of trait growth in response to nutrition in insects (70) (71) (72) .
Understanding how growing insects respond to variations in their nutritional environment has been a focus of considerable recent research, and several important patterns have emerged from these studies (reviewed in refs. 64 and 73). Insects store nutrients in dispersed organs collectively called fat bodies, which may act as nutrient sensors that signal to the brain and other tissues information pertaining to the nutritional state of the animal (74) . Body size appears to be assessed from the relative growth of the prothoracic gland. This endocrine organ communicates size information in the form of the secreted steroid hormone ecdysone (75, 76) . Interactions between circulating levels of ecdysone and juvenile hormone, which is also sensitive to larval nutrition (77) , coordinate the timing of many developmental events, including molting and metamorphosis (78, 79) , as well as both the onset and cessation of cell proliferation in the different imaginal discs (40, 62) . All these signals influence the insulin-producing cells in the brain and coordinate circulating levels of insect insulins (71, 75, 77) .
By the time that the cells in a horn disc (or any of the traditional imaginal discs) initiate the outgrowth portion of the patterning cascade and begin their burst of proliferative growth, they are bathed in a milieu of circulating whole-animal physiological signals whose levels depend critically on the nutritional state of the animal. Several of these signals have been shown to modulate the rate of cell proliferation in these growing tissues in a way that couples their growth with nutrition. The result of this process is a beetle horn of the appropriate length relative to the final body size attained by that individual.
Step 3: Remodeling of Horns During the Pupal Period. Both of the above developmental processes (steps 1 and 2) combine to stimulate cell proliferation and growth within developing horn discs. Together, they specify the total amount of growth that occurs. By the time the animal sheds its larval cuticle and molts into a pupa, these growth processes appear to be largely completed and the densely folded discs of horn tissue unfurl to form the fully extended fluid-filled tubes visible in pupae (Figs. 2 and 4) .
One of the most exciting recent discoveries regarding beetle horn development was the observation by Moczek and colleagues (32, 37) that these pupal horns often undergo extensive remodeling during the pupal period. The regions of pupal horns that subsequently are removed by local apoptosis map to domains of expression of some of the same patterning genes that presumably were (a and c) , suggesting that the evolution of a branched horn shape in this lineage resulted primarily from genetic modifications to the patterning processes that control cell proliferation (horn growth). However, the grooves between horn branches are more pronounced in the adult than in the pupa (b and c show the same individual), suggesting that some remodeling of horn shape also occurs during the pupal period.
involved in the initial formation of the horn outgrowth (37, 49) . Pupal remodeling of horns is only just beginning to be explored, but already it is clear that during this process, the final shape of the adult structure can be modified (e.g., by producing a narrower and/or more curved final horn; see Fig. 2 ), and it can also lead to the complete loss of the horn from the adult phenotype in some species. Many scarab species produce a thoracic pupal horn that is not retained in the adult, and in these species this horn is completely reabsorbed by all individuals during the pupal period (37) . However, in other species with thoracic pupal horns, the horns are initially grown by all individuals but then selectively reabsorbed by only a subset (e.g., females, small males), resulting in either sexual dimorphism or male dimorphism in expression of the adult weapon (37) .
In summary, the three steps to building a beetle horn involve separate and relatively dissociable developmental mechanisms. Deployment of a patterning gene network (mechanism 1), combined with permissive responses to nutrition-sensitive signals (mechanism 2), activates and coordinates a burst of cell proliferation that results in a densely folded disk of epidermal tissue (horn growth). As the animal pupates, this disk unfolds into an extended, fluid-filled tube that is visible in pupae. Subsequent remodeling by selective and domain-specific reabsorbtion of horn tissue during the pupal period (mechanism 3) specifies the final shape and size of the adult horns (horn remodeling). In the next section, we use these developmental mechanisms as a framework for beginning to predict how diversity in beetle horns may have been generated.
A Developmental Model for the Origin and Evolutionary Diversification of Beetle Horns New Developmental Axes of Outgrowth: Origin of the First Beetle
Horns? Beetle horns arose as novel morphological structures. Although their development shares many similarities with the development of other ''traditional'' insect appendage imaginal discs, the horns do not themselves derive from these discs (at least so far as we know). Instead, they appear to have arisen as novel discs: new regions of epidermal tissue that at some point in the history of the scarabs began to behave like imaginal discs. Specifically, they began to form an axis of outgrowth. This strongly suggests that the evolution of the first beetle horns entailed the deployment of the outgrowth portion of the limb-patterning pathway in novel regions of the larval epidermis.
It is already clear that many (indeed most) of the genes involved with this portion of the patterning process are expressed in developing beetle horns, and this pathway is sufficiently autonomous that activation of the outgrowth module of the limb-patterning pathway may be sufficient to form an entire structure. We suspect that activation of this pathway alone could stimulate the growth of a full beetle horn.
The evolution of beetle horns most likely resulted from the localized cooption of the outgrowth module of an ancient and existing limb-patterning process (e.g., refs. 48 and 49). This would have generated new axes of outgrowth and new morphological structures that project outwards from the body surface. We suggest that this pathway was deployed independently at least twice, giving rise to the two most common horn locations: the center of the thoracic pronotum and the dorsal surface of the head. We also suspect that this occurred early in the history of the scarabs, possibly in the common ancestor to all of the scarabs. This Jurassic beetle is thought to have lived in burrows and could have used these early horns in an ecological context not unlike what we observe in extant taxa. Today, there are five recognizable body regions with horns, raising the possibility that the patterning pathway was independently deployed additional times as well. It is not yet clear how readily the horn foci migrate across body segment boundaries. For example, could an evolutionary shift in horn location from the back of the head (the vertex) to the center (frons) or front (clypeus) of the head result from a gradual migration of the position of the focal cells activating horn growth? Or must these involve new cooptions of the patterning process, combined with suppression of expression of an earlier horn? Species exist with all possible combinations of these five horn locations, which may indicate that each of these horn types arose de novo; but convincing answers to these questions will have to wait until additional studies of horn patterning have been conducted. Regardless of how many times this pathway was coopted, it is likely that once expression was initiated, this patterning process provided a viable mechanism for subsequent evolutionary modifications to horn form.
Changes in the Expression of Patterning Genes: Evolution of Horn
Location and Shape? If the patterning of beetle horns works in the same way that it does in other insect appendages such as Drosophila legs, then the patterning genes will have precise domains of expression that map to specific parts of the final structure. Critically, the process of patterning will be inextricably coupled with cell proliferation and disc growth. In Drosophila, many of the same signal interactions that specify the domains within a disc also stimulate and coordinate cell proliferation within those domains. This means that altered levels of expression of these patterning genes changes the final sizes of structures (43, 44, 80) . Furthermore, because these genes control proliferation within specific subsets of the disc that map precisely to corresponding parts of the final appendage, altered expression of these genes is predicted to change the shape of the developing structure (e.g., the size of the tibia relative to the femur in an insect leg, or the size of the dorsal surface of the tibia relative to the ventral surface).
These two critical features of patterning (the explicit spatial map generated by these molecular signals and the local nature of their effects on cell proliferation) link this developmental process with morphological evolution. Even subtle genetic changes to the levels of expression of these patterning genes can have significant and predictable consequences for the shapes and sizes of adult insect appendages. For these reasons, the limb-patterning pathway has been a major focus for studies of the developmental basis for morphological evolution in arthropods. In the case of beetle horns, we think that subtle changes in the levels of expression of these patterning genes may underlie at least two types of changes in horn form, the evolution of horn location and horn shape (26) .
Because cells exposed to high levels of hh, wg, and dpp signals become the distal tip of an appendage, their domains of expression determine the precise physical location of a horn. Genetic changes to any of these domains (e.g., an increase in the expression of wg) would shift the relative location of the domain boundaries, changing the respective point of intersection. Thus, a different cluster of cells would be induced to become the distal tip, and there would be a shift in the precise physical location of the outgrowth. Consequently, genetic modifications to the domains of expression of these patterning genes comprise a plausible mechanism for this trajectory of horn evolution, for example, the migration of a horn from the center to the sides of the head (SI Fig. 6 Lower).
In addition, because changes in the domains of expression of these same genes can duplicate or bifurcate appendages, this same process could give rise to a multitude of evolutionary changes in horn shape. One horn could be split into 2 or even 3, as in Onthophagus fuliginosus (SI Fig. 7 ). This mechanism could even account for the addition of forks or branches to horns (Fig. 4) . Comparative studies of horn patterning are still in their infancy, but the behavior of this pathway in the appendages of other insects, combined with existing evidence for species differences in horn patterning (e.g., refs. 47 and 49) suggest that this mechanism underlies at least some of the evolutionary diversification of horn form.
Changes in the Sensitivity of Horn Cells to Insulin: Evolution of Horn
Allometry? Insulin signaling couples trait growth with nutrition, and for this reason, this pathway comprises another likely mechanism for horn evolution. The InR pathway is activated within each of the imaginal discs, and the sensitivity of each disc to these insulin signals will determine to a large extent how that particular structure will grow. Consequently, genetic changes in the expression or activity of elements in the InR pathway could cause specific traits to become more or less sensitive to insulin signals, with profound consequences for subsequent patterns of growth of that trait. Increased sensitivity of horn disc cells to insulin is predicted to increase the rate of growth of that trait overall and enhance the sensitivity of that trait to nutrition. Thus, it should lead to increased nutrition-dependent phenotypic plasticity in horn growth, a steeper population-level horn allometry slope, and, in the best-fed individuals, a disproportionately larger final horn size.
It is noteworthy that all of these properties (enhanced nutritionsensitivity, steep allometry slopes, and disproportionately large final trait sizes) are characteristic of the most extreme and exaggerated morphological structures in insects (63) and of the enlarged ornaments and weapons of sexual selection in general (81, 82) . It is tempting to speculate that the evolution of extreme sizes in these charismatic traits resulted from something as simple as genetic changes to the sensitivity of their cells to insulin or other nutritiondependent physiological signals.
One way to begin to test these ideas involves a comparison of insulin sensitivity across the different traits within a species. We predict that traits that have steep and positive allometry slopes should be exquisitely sensitive to insulin signals (e.g., wings, horns). Other traits that are insensitive to nutrition and have shallow allometry slopes should be relatively insensitive to insulin signals (e.g., the genitalia). What we are suggesting is that the degree of phenotypic plasticity or canalization of trait expression could result from disc-specific differences in their sensitivity to circulating insulin signals (64) .
In Drosophila trait differences in nutrition-dependent plasticity and allometry result at least in part from disc-specific differences in their responsiveness to insulin signals. Recent experiments by Shingleton et al. (72) showed that traits like wings were sensitive to both insulin and to perturbations to the InR, whereas the genitalia were not. Growth of the genitalia was almost entirely unaffected by perturbations to the InR. This important study confirmed that activity of the InR pathway does affect trait allometry. Results from several other studies where genetic perturbations to elements of this pathway were examined show this as well (e.g., refs. 70 and 76).
We have used quantitation of relative transcript abundances of the InR gene as our first measure of insulin pathway activity in beetle imaginal discs, and our preliminary results indicate that horn, leg, wing, and genital discs differ predictably in their relative activities of this pathway during the period of disk growth (L.C.L. and D.J.E., unpublished results). Reduced activity of this pathway also appears to be one of the mechanisms used by scarabs to truncate horn growth, in this case, in the horn discs of small males and females of the species Onthophagus nigriventris (ref. 26 and L.C.L. and D.J.E., unpublished data). Consequently, the insulin pathway now appears a likely candidate mechanism for the development and evolution of trait plasticity and trait allometry in insects generally and in beetle horns specifically. Although we initially illustrated this point by examining how the different traits within a species have diverged (e.g., horns versus wings versus genitalia), it is important to recognize that this same process can also account for population and species differences in the expression of a single trait (Fig. 1) . This process could explain evolutionary shifts in both the relative size of a trait and the evolution of extreme or exaggerated trait sizes.
Changes in the Amount of Horn Resorption During the Pupal Period:
Evolution of Horn Shape? Programmed cell death is an integral part of animal development and can lead to significant remodeling of appendages. Cell death is responsible for generating interdigital spaces in tetrapod limb buds (83, 84) and for creating cavities in the developing inner ear (85) . In insects, programmed cell death sculpts head morphology in flies (86) and remodels the outer margins of butterfy wings (87) . Interestingly, programmed cell death has also been shown to underlie sexual dimorphism and caste differences in insect wing morphology (88) (89) (90) , a situation analogous in many respects to what Moczek et al. (37, 49) have observed with beetle horns.
The preliminary findings of Moczek and colleagues (32, 37) suggest that variation in the spatial domains of expression of the patterning gene dll during the prepupal (horn growth) period map to subsequent variation observed in the amount of resorption of horn tissue. The involvement of patterning signals in this process of pupal horn remodeling would be exciting, because it would suggest parallels with the molecular mechanisms involved with tissue remodeling in other taxa (e.g., refs. 84, 91, and 92), and because it would illustrate yet another route to beetle horn evolution. Genetic changes to the spatial domains of expression of patterning genes could underlie evolutionary changes in horn shape through their effects on the relative locations and amounts of cell death in pupal horns, rather than (or in addition to) any effects that they may have on proliferation. Pupal remodeling appears to be widespread, at least within the genus Onthophagus (37) , and this process could lead to the carving of spaces between horns (analogous to the spaces between vertebrate limb digits) and to fine-scale sculpting of horn barbs, branches, or curves.
The Many Routes to Horn Dimorphism. In this article, we have focused on the developmental mechanisms underlying the evolutionary origin of horns and the subsequent diversification of horn forms. For space reasons, we have not elaborated on the mechanisms generating dimorphism in horn expression. However, it is already clear from the few species that have been studied to date that scarabs use a variety of means to shut off horn growth. Indeed, they appear to be remarkably good at it. Both the patterning and insulin pathways are required for horn growth, and a disruption or truncation in the activities of either pathway could halt the proliferation of horns and result in a hornless adult phenotype. Our studies measuring transcript abundances for the patterning gene wg and the InR gene in the species O. nigriventris suggest that both pathways may be involved. Both pathways showed reduced activities in the horn discs of small males and females (which grow only minimal horns) compared with same-stage horn discs from large males (which grow full horns). In addition, Moczek (37) showed that differential amounts of pupal remodeling also contribute to horn dimorphism in this same species: females and small males reabsorb greater amounts of horn tissue than large males. Thus, developmental studies from just this one species implicate three possible mechanistic routes to the suppression of horn growth and to the evolution of horn dimorphism. Other studies by Moczek and colleagues (37, (47) (48) (49) have begun to relate domains of expression of patterning genes and relative amounts of pupal remodeling with horn dimorphism in additional Onthophagus species. These studies also reveal a variety of mechanisms for shutting off horn growth.
Conclusions
Even this preliminary examination of the mechanisms of beetle horn development reveals a great deal about their capacity for evolution. The conclusions from these studies of development are remarkably similar to the ones we get by mapping horns onto a phylogeny: it may not be hard to gain a horn. The outgrowth portion of the limb-patterning pathway is sufficiently autonomous that initiating this cascade may be all that is needed to get a fully formed horn. This might be possible in a single step or within a single beetle generation, as suggested by the sporadic appearance of mutant individuals that emerge with fully formed horns from species that are otherwise entirely hornless. It certainly could account for the numerous irregular appearances of horned taxa securely nested within clades of otherwise hornless species.
It also does not appear to be difficult to lose horns. To truncate horn growth, scarabs employ numerous mechanisms, any of which could lead to the sudden loss of horns from a lineage. Subsequent breakdowns in these suppressive mechanisms could just as easily lead to sudden regains of horns. There is no question that the history of beetle horns is a story of repeated gains, losses, and re-gains of these weapons. We suggest that comparative studies of horn evolution and developmental studies of horn growth both attest to the relative ease with which growth of these structures can be turned on or off.
Finally, it does not appear to be difficult to change horn morphology. All three of the mechanisms now thought to be involved with horn development are likely candidates for genetic changes in horn form. We now suspect that subtle genetic changes in just a few elements within these mechanisms might be sufficient to generate all four of the principal trajectories of horn evolution: changes in horn location, shape, allometry and dimorphism.
One hundred and thirty five years ago, Darwin noted that sexual selection appeared to have acted ''especially effectively'' in scarab beetles (ref. 6 , p. 371), and 55 years ago, Gilbert Arrow, then curator of the British Museum, noted that these beetles appeared to have a ''special tendency toward the acquisition of horns'' (ref. 25, p. 94) . Today, we are finally able to elucidate the mechanisms underlying these observations. We now understand a lot about how beetles make a complex structure like a horn, and we are beginning to visualize how these horns might change in form. In essence, we are starting to elucidate what that ''special tendency'' of the scarabs was, and these insights from development are transforming how we think about the patterns of horn evolution.
